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THE 'Diritto.it', THE NEW SIMONE S.P.A. ONLINE NEWSPAPER, IS BORN 
 Company expands web presence with a newspaper dedicated to legal information 

 The new title is presented at the latest congress organised by the F.E.St Foundation - 

Forensic Training School of Santa Maria Capua Vetere 

Milan, 24 June 2024 – Simone S.p.A. ("Simone" or the "Company"), a company operating in the 
publishing sector, announces that it has registered at the Court of Rome the title 'Ildiritto.it', an 
online daily newspaper dedicated to legal information. The new title was presented to the public 
today in Santa Maria Capua Vetere (CE), within the premises of Fondazione F.E.st. - Scuola di 
Formazione Forense, on the occasion of the training conference 'Abuse of the process and the 
effectiveness of judicial protection’. 
 
'Il Diritto', or more simply 'Il D', is a journal of Dike Giuridica, a company active in the field of legal 
publishing and part of the Simone group, which aims to become a point of reference in legal 
information for professionals in the sector, legal scholars and all readers interested in these issues. 
The editorial staff, headed by editor-in-chief Marina Crisafi, is made up of highly specialised authors 
and collaborators, legal professionals who update the portal daily with their articles, to offer 
'information that is technical but at the same time simple, complete, free and impartial'. Supervising 
their work is the Scientific Committee, which brings together judges, magistrates, lawyers and law 
professors from all over Italy. 
 
At the domain https://ildiritto.it/ the homepage of the journal is already visible and active, with the 
first articles published and already available for consultation on civil, criminal, administrative, tax 
and labour law. Moreover, from the platform it is possible to subscribe to a newsletter, in order to 
stay up-to-date on the publication of the latest articles, contact the editorial staff to contribute to 
the column "Il giurista risponde" and, through the appropriate link, access the Dike Giuridica portal, 
where one can directly purchase the texts, magazines and study manuals produced by the publishing 
house. 
 
The publishing initiative is aimed at enhancing the group's web presence, as declared during the 
IPO, and maximising the value of the content produced beyond the traditional publication of printed 
books. Investments, in fact, are extremely low thanks to the prevalent contribution of the group's 
in-house editorial staff. At the same time, it is considered essential to provide a specialised legal 
information service for professionals. 
 
"The D is a new challenge for the Simone S.p.A. group, which with this operation continues its growth 
path outlined during the IPO phase," commented Luca Misso, Simone's CEO. "In addition to having 
created a new online publication, which we are confident will become a point of reference and an 
effective tool for players in the legal sector, we are increasing our presence on the web, creating a 
preferential sales channel between users and our manuals. My thanks go to the authors of the 

https://ildiritto.it/
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specialised contributions, who decided to collaborate with us after realising the value and potential 
of our publishing project”. 
 

*** 

This press release is available in the 'Investor/Press Release' section of www.investors.simone.it and 
at www.emarketstorage.it. 

*** 

For the distribution of regulated information, Simone uses the SDIR system 
(www.emarketstorage.it), managed by Teleborsa S.r.l. - based in Piazza di Priscilla, 4 - Rome. 

 

 

SIMONE SPA 

Simone S.p.A., established in Naples in 2011, is a publishing company. It is at the head of the Group of the same 

name, which includes six companies, Simone S.p.A., Editrice Ardea S.r.l., Dike Giuridica S.r.l., Il Gatto Verde Edizioni 

S.r.l., Font Cafè S.r.l. and Libri e Professioni S.r.l., and a brand, Edizione Simone, with over fifty years of history. 

Today, the company is a point of reference for the entire Italian publishing sector, in which it stands out for the 

large amount of highly specialised content it develops, prints, publishes, promotes and sells. Thanks to its brands, 

it is able to offer study manuals not only in the legal field but also for public competitions, professional 

qualifications, university entrance examinations and teaching in schools, not forgetting children's books. 
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